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Summary
A ground TEM survey has been carried out in the Reinfjord area west of Alta in
northernmost Norway on behalf of Nordic Mining. Four profiles were measured across
a conductive structure that previously had been identified from a helicopterborne
survey.
The survey was carried out during rather difficult weather conditions and the survey
was delayed by several stand-by days when the crew not could be transported to the
area by helicopter. One side of the transmitter loop and one profile was moved 50 m
sideways due to difficult terrain conditions.
The TEM survey identified the conductive structure. Qualitative interpretation and
quantitative modelling resulted in a final conceptual model. The structure is interpreted
to be gently bowl-shaped and gently plunging towards north-east. The central part of the
conductor is interpreted to be at a depth between around 60 and 110 m depth below
ground surface. The distal parts of the bowl-shaped body are near-surface and possibly
outcropping at places.
The character of the TEM anomalies indicates that the conductive structure is
inhomogeneous. It appears that the structure contains sub-volumes of elevated
conductivity and/or increased thickness. The positions of such sub-volumes are not easy
to determine in detail from the surface. However, interpretation of helicopterborne data
indicates that the sub-volumes might correspond to SW-NE oriented elongated features.
The conductor at Reinfjord is of moderate resistivity. It can hardly be explained by
massive or semi-massive sulphide mineralization. Low-grade disseminated sulphide
mineralization is the most likely explanation to the results. It is however very difficult to
translate electric properties to sulphide percentages for such mineralizations.
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1

Background

1.1

Scope of study

A Transient electromagnetic (TEM) survey has been carried out in the Reinfjord area on
behalf of Nordic Mining. The measurements were carried out during the period 26/2 to
5/3 2012. The survey area is remote and the crew and equipment were therefore
transported to the site by helicopter every day. The purpose of the study was to
investigate an electrically conducting volume within a mafic intrusive body that
previously had been identified with helicopterborne measurements. Nickel and copper
mineralization is known in the area.
The TEM data have been processed and a qualitative interpretation has been carried out.
The results were integrated with data from a helicopterborne SkyTEM survey.
Quantitative modelling with the aim of characterizing electrically conductive units has
led to identification of possible drillhole positions. The results and possible drillhole
positions were discussed with Markku Iljina and Mona Schanche, Nordic Mining during
a meeting in Oslo 27/3 2012.

1.2

Disclaimer

The type of work conducted and presented in this report, is by nature strictly an
interpretation. There are always ambiguities in both quantitative and qualitative
geophysical interpretation. Also, the estimated petrophysical parameters of rock
volumes have no direct relation to the possible economic value of a mineralization.
Thus, any decision made based on the outcome of this work is solely on the client’s
responsibility.
It is incumbent upon the client to check and approve the data and results delivered and
as soon as possible notify GeoVista AB of any complaints or remarks.
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2

Survey

2.1

Location

The survey was carried out at Nordic Mining’s exploration permit at Reinfjord, The area
is located west of the town Alta in northernmost Norway (Figure 2-1).

Figure 2-1. Location of the survey area in northernmost Norway (red symbol).

The survey area is located around 3 km from the small village Reinfjord on a plateau at
around 650 m altitude (Figure 2-2). There are a number of small lakes on the plateau
and it was therefore decided to carry out the survey during the winter season. The
autumn and the beginning of the winter 2011 were rather mild and the survey was
therefore postponed to February 2012.
The survey area is remote and mobilization to the area was by helicopter from a base
outside Alta. The crew and equipment was flown in and out from the area on a daily
basis.
The Reinfjord area is located in a large mafic intrusive complex (Figure 2-3). Sulphide
mineralization with nickel and copper has been located at a number of places in the
area.
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Figure 2-2. Map of the surroundings to the survey area. Reinfjord is located in the
central part of the map (Statens Kartverk, www.statkart.no).

Figure 2-3. Geological map of the surroundings to the survey area. Reinfjord is located
in the central part of the map (NGU, www.ngu.no). Maroon and lilac colours indicate
gabrroic intrusives.
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2.2

Navigation

Transmitter loop corners and survey stations were located in the field with handheld
GPS receivers of type Garmin GPSmap 76 with external antennas. The horizontal
accuracy is estimated to around ±2 to 5 m. Coordinates are given in UTM zone 34N
(WGS84). The receiver instrument contains a GPS receiver that primarily is used for
synchronization with the transmitter. However, latitude, longitude (WGS84) and
elevation data from this GPS unit is also stored in the data files. The accuracy is
however not as good as the data from the dedicated Garmin GPS units.

2.3

Equipment

The TEM survey was carried out with a TerraTEM receiver and a TerraTx 50
transmitter. A three-component TRC3 receiver antenna was used to pick up the
secondary field signal. Synchronizarion between transmitter and receiver was through
GPS signals and can therefore be regarded as highly accurate and stable.

2.4

Work plan and survey procedure

The basis for the work plan was an interpretation of helicopterborne data carried out by
David M. Johnson, Revelation Geoscience Ltd. A plan for the transmitter loop location
and the positions of survey lines was made up before mobilization to the area. However,
a ravine in the south-western part of the area was very difficult to cross and the work
plan was therefore modified (cf. section 2.6 below). The weather conditions made it
difficult to access the area by helicopter for a number of days. A profile in the northeastern part of the area was therefore not measured due to the delay of the survey.
The position of the transmitter loop and the survey stations can be seen in Figure 2-4.
The size of the loop was 550 by 700 metres. This resulted in an output current of 5.9 A
and a current shut-off ramp of 68.5 s. Time gates according to the Hi-Res-protocol of
Sirotem Mk3 was used (Appendix). The first 8 time gates are on the current ramp and
will therefore primarily record the primary field. The following time gate is also
affected by the primary field, especially the vertical component. Time gates ranging
from 45 to 8400 s are therefore available for interpretation of off-time data.
1000 readings were stacked and averaged at each station. The receiver gain was
adjusted (individually for each component) in such a way that clipping was avoided.
The receiver antenna was oriented in such a way that the Y-component was along the
survey lines (azimuth 126° in UTM zone 34). The X-component is oriented positive
perpendicular to the survey lines (azimuth 216°). The Z-component is defined as
positive upwards and the primary field is positive inside the transmitter loop.
The transmitter loop and the survey station positions are seen in Figure 2-4. Four lines
were measured, with a few stations moved sideways. The local coordinates of the lines
are (from south-west) 50, 225, 300 and 500. Local coordinates along the lines increase
towards south-east.
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A total of 188 stations were measured with a nominal spacing of 25 m or approximately
4.6 line-km.

Figure 2-4. Transmitter loop (red) and survey stations (black symbols). Topographic
map (Statens Kartverk) in the background.

2.5

Results

Results of selected time gates are shown as contour maps in Figures 2-5 to 2-7. One
early, one intermediate and one late gate are shown. Results plotted as profile graphs are
shown in Figures 2-8 to 2-10. One example of a signal decay plot is shown in Figure 211. A few short comments about the results are given below. More elaborate
interpretation and quantitative modelling is presented in section 4 of this report.
The survey results are characterised by a wide positive anomaly in the Z-component.
This is consistent with a gently sub-horizontal conductor. A positive and negative
anomaly respectively in the Y-component defines the extent of the conductor towards
north-west and south-east. A positive anomaly in the X-component along line 50
defines the extent of the conductor towards south-west. There is also a negative trend in
the X-component towards north-east. The conductor, as it is sensed by this survey, can
therefore not extend far away from the north-easternmost survey line. The conductive
trend might however continue towards north-east away from the transmitter loop in
areas where the primary field is weak.
Profile plots along lines 225 and 300 (Figures 2-8 and 2-9) shows anomalies with sharp
gradients at early time gates. This is consistent with near-surface sources in the southwestern and north-eastern part of the area. The anomaly pattern gradually changes to
more gentle gradients towards late time gates. The anomaly peak values are also shifted
towards the central parts of the profiles. This indicates that the best conducting volumes
are more towards the central part of the area and at larger depth. A more or less steady
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state, where the anomaly curves not change shape with time, is reached for the late time
gates. This is consistent with a confined conductor within a high-resistivity host rock.
The anomaly pattern is similar along line 500 (Figure 2-10) as along lines 225 and 300
with the difference that the gradients are more gentle. This indicates a deeper source,
most likely because the conductor plunges gently towards north-east. The effect can
also partly be due to the fact that the terrain rises gently in that direction.
The decay plot in the log-linear graph in Figure 2-11 indicates a nearly exponential
decay for the late time gates. This is consistent with a confined conductor and that the
decay has reached a steady state. A fit to the decay (green line in the figure) gives an
estimate of the exponential time constant of 0.8 ms. Other stations give similar results.
Such a time constant is indicative of a moderately conducting body.
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Figure 2-5. Contour maps for time gate 18 (see appendix) in nV/m2/A. Z-component
(top), Y-component (middle) and X-component (bottom).
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Figure 2-6. Contour maps for time gate 22 (see appendix) in nV/m2/A. Z-component
(top), Y-component (middle) and X-component (bottom).
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Figure 2-7. Contour maps for time gate 28 (see appendix) in nV/m2/A. Z-component
(top), Y-component (middle) and X-component (bottom).
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Figure 2-8. Profile plots for time gates 11-15 (top), 20-25 (middle) and 26-31 (bottom)
in nV/m2/A, line 225. Z-component in red, Y-component in blue and X-component in
green.
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Figure 2-9. Profile plots for time gates 11-15 (top), 20-25 (middle) and 26-31 (bottom)
in nV/m2/A, line 300. Z-component in red, Y-component in blue and X-component in
green.
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Figure 2-10. Profile plots for time gates 11-15 (top), 20-25 (middle) and 26-31 (bottom)
in nV/m2/A, line 500. Z-component in red, Y-component in blue and X-component in
green.
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Figure 2-11. Example of a typical decay plot showing vertical component signal
(nV/m2/A) as a function of delay time after start of current shut off. The first time gates
are on the current ramp, i.e. measuring the primary field. Time gates 35 and 36 are
below the noise level of ~0.1 nV/m2/A.

2.6

Non-conformities

A ravine in the western part of the area was very difficult and potentially dangerous to
cross. Snow conditions were also quite difficult. The south-western side of the
transmitter loop was therefore moved 50 m to the north-east compared to the original
plan. The south-westernmost survey line (local coordinate 0) was also moved 50 m
towards north-east. Some survey stations were still difficult to access and some of them
could not be measured and some were moved sideways to better positions. These
adjustments compared to the original survey plan are not considered to have affected the
outcome of the survey in any significant way.
The weather conditions in the area were difficult during the survey period with strong
winds, snow fall and poor visibility. There were therefore a number of stand-by days
when the crew not could go to the survey site by helicopter. Moreover, the crew could
not be transported back to the base at two occasions and had to stay over-night in the
field. A bivouac was constructed in the snow with protection from the wind by a
tarpaulin. The crew members managed to stay warm in their sleeping bags and could be
transported back to the base the next morning. A non-conformity report has been filed
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to the GeoVista HSEC responsible and a decision has been made to complement the
crew safety equipment for remote operations with a tunnel tent.
The stand-by time resulted in a delay of the survey and it was therefore decided to skip
the profile with local coordinate 700. The north-eastern part of the electric conductor
was quite well defined from a negative anomaly in the X-component at line 500 so the
consequence from skipping line 700 is not regarded as serious.
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3

SkyTEM data

A helicopterborne geophysical survey has been carried out in the Reinfjord area by
SkyTEM Aps. An interpretation of the helicopterborne data has been presented by
David M. Johnson, Revelation Geoscience Ltd. The SkyTEM data are therefore not
treated in any detail here, but they are presented as they give complementary
information to the ground TEM data.

3.1

EM data

Late time gate SkyTEM data are shown in Figure 3-1. A conductive anomaly is
indicated at the position of the ground survey transmitter loop. The largest magnitudes
are seen in the south-west, but it should be realized that the anomaly magnitude depends
on the depth to the conductor and also the ground clearance of the survey system. The
ground clearance varies significantly along the survey lines due to the rough
topography. It can also be noted that a weak continuation of the conductivity anomaly is
seen towards north-east.

Figure 3-1. Late time gate SkyTEM data. Survey lines are directed east-west. The
transmitter loop and the survey lines from the ground survey are overlain for reference.
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The SkyTEM data was modelled by two gently dipping plate models by David M.
Johnson, Revelation Geoscience Ltd

3.2

Magnetometry data

The conductivity anomaly at Reinfjord is associated with a magnetic low (Figure 3-2)
that continues towards north-east. The magnetic low might however partly be low
elevation flank effects from magnetic sources seen at the mountains surrounding the
TEM survey area. Such effects have not been modelled within this project.

Figure 3-2. Total magnetic field anomaly from acquired by SkyTEM (nT), 250 nT
contour interval. The transmitter loop and the survey lines from the ground survey are
overlain for reference.
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4

Geophysical interpretation and modelling

4.1

Software

The modelling has been performed with EMVision version 2.1 from Encom Technology
and with program modules from the p223 suite from AMIRA.

4.2

Uncertainties

Geophysical modelling will never result in unique models. There are a number of
uncertainties involved in the modelling of electro-magnetic data:







4.3

Modelling of geophysical data is basically an ambiguous process. There are
always a large number of models that will fit the measured data. It is therefore
important to use models that are geologically realistic and with petrophysical
parameters that are reasonable.
Full 3D modelling of electromagnetic data is very processing intensive.
Simplified geometries in the form of e.g. thin rectangular plate models are
therefore often used. Helicopterborne data are often modelled with stitched
layered earth models. Simplifications might lead to misinterpretation of EM data
if great care not is taken in the assessment of modelling results.
It is usually not practically possible to subdivide the subsurface into a model
mesh that is fine enough for modelling of EM data. Especially near-surface
conductors might therefore not be described in detail.
Modelling of geophysical anomalies will result in a geometrical model of
petrophysical parameters. It is not possible to transform e.g. electric
conductivity/resistivity to a percentage grade of sulphide minerals in low or
medium grade mineralization. The electric parameter is highly dependent on the
connectivity between sulphide mineral grains and hence the texture of the rock
mass.

TEM theory

A full description of electromagnetic theory is of course far beyond the scope of this
report. A brief description is however given about some details that are seen in the
Reinfjord data.
The passage of events in transient EM induction is described by the sequence of
drawings in Figure 4-1. We can think of the transmitter as a unit that feeds a constant
DC current into the transmitter loop. A constant primary field is created. However, there
will be no EM induction as long as there are no time variations in the magnitude of the
primary field. The current is then instantly shut off. The effect of this is that induced
currents in conducting bodies will maintain the magnetic flux through the body. The
electric conductivity of the host rock has been disregarded in Figure 4-1, but this is a
valid approximation in many cases. The induced currents will create a secondary
magnetic field that is picked up by a receiver. The finite resistivity of the conducting
body will lead to heat losses and the induced currents will immediately start to decay, as
will also the secondary magnetic field. The induced currents will initially have a
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geometric distribution that is independent of conductivity and thickness variations of the
body. However, as the currents start to decay they will also diffuse towards the best
conducting and/or thickest parts of the body. This diffusion process is quick for a poor
conductor and slow for a good conductor. Eventually, the geometric distribution of the
currents will not change with time anymore and a steady state has been reached. The
currents and hence the secondary field will now decay exponentially with a decay rate
(time constant) that is proportional to the conductivity, thickness and size of the body.
The diffusing system of currents will be reflected by the secondary field pattern as
recorded along profiles or in boreholes.
Transmitter

Primary
magnetic field

Transmitter loop

Secondary magnetic field

Early time
Conductor
(mineralization)

Rich part
(better
conductor)

Late time,
steady state
Secondary magnetic field
Secondary magnetic field

Intermediate
time
Figure 4-1. Description of transient induction in a bedrock conductor (assuming nonconducting host). A constant magnetic field is created by a current in the transmitter
loop (upper left). The current is switched off and the magnetic flux through the
conductor is initially maintained by induced currents. These currents will be
concentrated at the surface of the conductor and in areas where the primary field had
large magnitude (upper right). The induced currents will diffuse towards volumes with
higher conductivity and/or where the conductor is thick. The secondary field will decay
in magnitude (lower left). Eventually the induced currents will reach the best
conducting parts of the body and a steady state is reached. The currents and also the
secondary field will decay exponentially with time (lower right).
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The conductivity of the body can be estimated from the decay rate of the late time
steady state secondary field. From the above discussion it is clear that it is of interest to
analyse late time TEM data as that will give information about the potentially richest
parts of a mineralization. However, also early time data is of interest since that will give
a more complete picture of the geometry and physical properties of a conducting body.
From the above discussion it can be concluded that there are three things that should be
addressed when TEM data are quantitatively modelled: 1/ The shape of anomaly curves
along profiles will give information about the shape, size and depth to a body. 2/ The
decay rate of the secondary field is primarily matched by the conductivity 3/ The
magnitude of the secondary field depends on the size and conductivity of the body.
One could think that it should be possible to model all three factors listed above.
However, it is quite common that when a good fit has been achieved to the geometric
shape and the decay rate of the secondary field, there is a poor match to the magnitude.
There can be a number of reasons for this, but very often the situation is caused by
simplified geometry in the modelling. Single bodies with homogeneous properties are
often used in the modelling. Real geological conductors are inhomogeneous with e.g.
pinch-and-swell geometry or internal grade variations. Inhomogeneous conductors will
have steady state induced current systems with more complex distribution compared to
a homogeneous conductor. Such complex current systems will result in lower
magnitude of the secondary field compared to a homogeneous body. This fact can be
used as an indicator of the amount of inhomogeneity.

4.4

Qualitative interpretaion

A brief qualitative interpretation of the data was given in section 2.5 of this report
together with the presentation of survey results. The interpretation can be summarized
as:






Early time data indicate shallow (outcropping?) conductive material along the
rims of the conductive structure with the exception of the north-eastern part.
Dips appear to be inwards toward the centre of the structure.
Late time (steady state) data indicate that the best conducting parts are in the
central parts of the structure. Gentle gradients for the secondary field at late time
gates indicate that these volumes are at some depth below surface.
The north-easternmost part of the structure was not explicitly covered by any
profile, but a negative X-component anomaly along profile 500 indicates that the
induced current systems are confined to roughly the area of the transmitter loop.
It is still possible that the conducting structure continues towards north-east.
The decay rate of the signal (late time exponential time constant = 0.8 ms)
indicates that the conducting body is of moderate conductivity. It is not likely
that massive or semi-massive sulphide mineralization will be found. It is still
possible that the conductor can contain economically interesting grades of Ni
and Cu since it is difficult to relate electric parameters to sulphide percentages in
a disseminated mineralization

The SkyTEM data have been qualitatively analysed in an attempt to locate sub-volumes
of low conductivity within the major conductive structure. Basically, local peak
anomalies have been identified along the survey lines (Figure 4-2). The influence of
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variations in ground clearance/depth has been taken into account, although without any
numerical modelling. No ranking of the anomalies has been done. The identification and
position of symbols is a bit subjective. Also, there is a possibility for directional bias
due to the direction of the survey lines. However, it is evident that there are clusters of
anomalies and that these clusters predominantly are elongated in a SSW-NNE direction.
The anomaly clusters have been grouped and enclosed within polygons in Figure 4-3.
These polygons can be interpreted as sub-volumes of elevated conductivity and/or
increased thickness compared to the enclosing major conductive structure.

Figure 4-2. Local peak magnitude anomalies in SkyTEM data identified along east-west
survey lines with a nominal separation of 50 m. Ground TEM transmitter loop and
survey profiles are shown for reference. Contour map of digital elevation model
(SkyTEM) in the background.
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Figure 4-3. Polygons enclosing clusters of local peak SkyTEM anomalies. The polygons
can be interpreted as sub-volumes within the conductive structure with elevated
conductivity and/or increased thickness. Ground TEM transmitter loop and survey
profiles are shown for reference. Contour map of digital elevation model (SkyTEM) in
the background.

4.5

Modelling

Numerical modelling has been carried out in order to quantify the geometry and the
physical parameters of the conductive structure at Reinfjord. EM modelling is very
processor intensive and only simple models like thin rectangular plates is practically
possible for interactive trial-and-error modelling. The Reinfjord data have been
modelled with such plate models and more complex models have been used for
conceptual comparisons between calculated model responses and field data.

4.5.1

Thin plate modelling

Attempts were made to model the field data with single rectangular plates. It was
however not possible to get a reasonable fit to the anomaly curve shape along the
profiles. It was also not possible to match the magnitude of the model response to the
field data in a reasonable way. Instead, multiple plate models were used. Figure 4-4
shows a model whit a reasonable fit to early time data from line 225. The four plates
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form a sub-horizontal, slightly bowl shaped structure at a depth of around 50 m from
ground surface. Note that elevation variations along the profile have not been included
in the modelling. It is not possible to replace the four plates with a single larger plate at
the same position. That would give a model response with much too high magnitude in
the central part of the profile.
A similar model was used to explain late time data along the same profile (Figure 4-5).
The depth to the four plates has however been increased to around 90 to 100 m below
ground surface. The model in Figure 4-5 can be thought of as representing the
conductivity “centre of gravity” along profile 225. The real conductive body has a more
complex 3D shape. The individual positions of the four plates should not be taken too
literally. The subdivision into smaller model bodies is mainly a way to reduce the
magnitude of the calculated model response. High conductivity sub-volumes are
probably better illustrated by the qualitative interpretation of SkyTEM data seen in
Figure 4-3.
The modelled physical property of a thin plate is the conductance. This corresponds to
the thickness-resistivity ratio. Modelled conductance values at late time gates of up to
20 Siemen indicate that the structure is moderately conducting and not can represent
massive or semi-massive sulphide mineralization.

Figure 4-4. Multiple thin plates modelling of line 225. Horizontal projection (left),
profile plot of time gates 16 to 22 and vertical section through model (middle) and
decay curves for station 625 (right). Field data are shown with black lines and
calculated model response with red lines. Only time gates 15 to 32 have been
calculated. The plates have conductance values ranging from 13 to 16 Siemen.
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Figure 4-5. Multiple thin plates modelling of line 225. Horizontal projection (left),
profile plot of time gates 23 to 30 and vertical section through model (middle) and
decay curves for station 625 (right). Field data are shown with black lines and
calculated model response with red lines. Only time gates 15 to 32 have been
calculated. The plates have conductance values ranging from 14 to 20 Siemen.
Results from modelling of profile 300 can be seen in Figures 4-6 and 4-7. Only three
plates were used for early time data. The models are very similar to the ones for profile
225 and the same conclusions can be drawn.

Figure 4-6. Multiple thin plates modelling of line 300. Horizontal projection (left),
profile plot of time gates 16 to 22 and vertical section through model (middle) and
decay curves for station 575 (right). Field data are shown with black lines and
calculated model response with red lines. Only time gates 15 to 32 have been
calculated. The plates have conductance values ranging from 6 to 10 Siemen.
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Figure 4-7. Multiple thin plates modelling of line 300. Horizontal projection (left),
profile plot of time gates 23 to 30 and vertical section through model (middle) and
decay curves for station 750 (right). Field data are shown with black lines and
calculated model response with red lines. Only time gates 15 to 32 have been
calculated. The plates have conductance values ranging from 13 to 20 Siemen.
Modelling results for profile 500 can be seen in Figures 4-8 and 4-9. A single
rectangular plate gives a reasonable fit to the data. The plate is dipping gently towards
north-west. The depth to the model is larger compared to the results for profiles 225 and
300. This indicates a gentle plunge of the conductive structure towards north-east,
although the results partly are a result of raising elevation towards north-east.

Figure 4-8. Thin plate modelling of line 500. Horizontal projection (left), profile plot of
time gates 18 to 23 and vertical section through model (middle) and decay curves for
station 800 (right). Field data are shown with black lines and calculated model
response with red lines. Only time gates 15 to 32 have been calculated. The plate has a
conductance value of 5 Siemen.
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Figure 4-9. Thin plate modelling of line 500. Horizontal projection (left), profile plot of
time gates 26 to 31 and vertical section through model (middle) and decay curves for
station 800 (right). Field data are shown with black lines and calculated model
response with red lines. Only time gates 15 to 32 have been calculated. The plate has a
conductance value of 8.2 Siemen.

4.5.2

Rectangular block modelling

3D modelling of EM data is very processor intensive. A simple 3D model made of
rectangular blocks was therefore constructed. Such a model can be handled by the
program Marco (AMIRA p223 modelling suite). The computation time was ~2 hours
for the model so no fine-tuning of model parameters was carried out. The modelling
geometry was similar to the Reinfjord field setup for profile 225. The results cannot be
compared in detail with the field data. The purpose of the modelling was instead to see
if general features in the model response would be comparable with the results from the
field.
The main feature in the Marco model is a low-resistivity horizontal slab between 40 and
80 m depth. The body has a resistivity of 20 m. The computed model response has a
positive maximum above the model bodies that bears some similarity with late time
field data. However, the sharp gradients seen in early time field data are absent in the
model response. A horizontal thick slab can thus not completely explain the field
results.
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Figure 4-10. Rectangular block modelling carried out with the program Marco
(AMIRA p223 modelling suite). Vertical component data are shown with black lines and
in-line horizontal component data with red lines. Early time gates (top), intermediate
times (middle) and late time gates (bottom). The model geometry is not exactly the same
as for the Reinfjord survey. See text for explanations.

4.5.3

3D modelling

A conceptual 3D model that might explain the Reinfjord results was constructed. The
model geometry was defined from a joint analysis of qualitative interpretation, thin
plate modelling and rectangular block modelling. Computation times for 3D models are
quite long and it is therefore not practically possible to fine-tune the model geometry or
model parameters in order to find a detailed fit to the field data. The 3D model can be
seen in Figures 4-11 and 4-12. The model was defined in a local coordinate system and
the geometry of the setup is not exactly the same as in the field. The modelling will
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however resemble the field setup for lines 225 and 500. The view in Figure 4-11 would
correspond to a view from south-west when translated to the Reinfjord conditions.
Similarly, the view in Figure 4-12 would correspond to a Reinfjord view from east.
The model body is slightly bowl-shaped and plunge gently towards (Reinfjord) northeast. The resistivity of the conductor is 5 m and the resistivity of the host rock is 3000
m.

Figure 4-11. 3D voxel model used as input for the modelling program Loki (AMIRA
p223 modelling suite). The red cells have a resistivity of 5 m. Surrounding cells
(transparent in the image) have a resistivity of 3000 m. The blue rectangle is the
transmitter loop and the grey lines the modelled profiles. The vertical blue line is an
image rendering artefact and should be disregarded. The model geometry is similar to
the Reinfjord survey and the view corresponds to a view at Reinfjord from south-west.
See text for explanations.
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Figure 4-12. 3D voxel model used as input for the modelling program Loki (AMIRA
p223 modelling suite). The red cells have a resistivity of 5 m. Surrounding cells
(transparent in the image) have a resistivity of 3000 m. The blue rectangle is the
transmitter loop and the grey lines the modelled profiles. The vertical blue line is an
image rendering artefact and should be disregarded. The model geometry is similar to
the Reinfjord survey and the view corresponds to a view at Reinfjord from east. See text
for explanations.
The TEM response of the 3D model in Figures 4-11 and 4-12 was calculated with the
program Loki. The computation time was ~5 hours. The results from the calculations
can be seen in Figures 4-13 and 4-14. The general features of both early time and late
time results are very similar to the field data from profiles 225 (Figure 4-13) and 500
Figure 4-14). The geometry and parameters of the 3D model can thus be regarded as a
reasonable interpretation of the conductive structure at Reinfjord. The real conductor is
however not homogeneous as has been stated above.
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Figure 4-13. Results from 3D modelling with program Loki (AMIRA p223 modelling
suite). The modelled profile roughly corresponds to the field profile 225. Early time
vertical component data (top), late time vertical component (middle) and a cut through
the 3D voxel mesh at the profil (bottom). The red cells have a resistivity of 5 m. and
the blue cells have a resistivity of 3000 m.
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Figure 4-13. Results from 3D modelling with program Loki (AMIRA p223 modelling
suite). The modelled profile roughly corresponds to the field profile 500. Early time
vertical component data (top), late time vertical component (middle) and a cut through
the 3D voxel mesh at the profil (bottom). The red cells have a resistivity of 5 m. and
the blue cells have a resistivity of 3000 m.
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Conclusions

The field data from Reinfjord can be explained by a bowl-shaped conductive structure.
The central part of the conductor appears to be at a depth of around 60 to 110 m below
ground surface along profile 225. The depth to the conductor increases slightly towards
north-east. The structure becomes thinner and/or of lower conductivity as it comes
closer to the surface. It is quite possible that the unit outcrops in parts of the area.
A structure as the one described above should be possible to model reasonably well with
a single sub-horizontal thin plate at late time gates, providing that the body is
reasonably homogeneous with respect to thickness and conductivity. It is however not
possible to get a good fit to a thin plate for all three of: 1/ curve shape 2/ decay rate 3/
signal magnitude. This indicates that the conductor is inhomogenous and includes subvolumes with elevated conductivity and/or increased thickness. Qualitative
interpretation of helicopterborne data has indicated a number of south-west to north-east
oriented elongated structures that appears to be of low conductivity.
The conductor at Reinfjord is of only moderate resistivity. The effective resistivity of
the body can be estimated to a few m. A compact to semi-compact pyrrhotitepentlandite-chalcopyrite mineralization is expected to be of much lower resistivity. It is
however difficult to estimate the resistivity of a disseminated mineralisation since the
connectivity between sulphide grains is a very important factor. Based on the
geophysical data it can therefore not be excluded as a possibility that the conductive
structure can be of economic value.
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6

Data delivery

The TEM data from the field is attached to this report in ASCII AMIRA format. The
transmitter position, the signal wave-form and receiver time gates are defined in the file
header.
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Appendix

Time gates (ms), from the start of current shut-off ramp
Ch Start Middle End
1 0.008 0.008 0.008
2 0.014 0.014 0.014
3 0.020 0.020 0.020
4 0.026 0.026 0.026
5 0.032 0.035 0.038
6 0.044 0.047 0.050
7 0.056 0.059 0.062
8 0.068 0.071 0.074
9 0.080 0.089 0.098
10 0.104 0.113 0.122
11 0.128 0.149 0.170
12 0.176 0.197 0.218
13 0.224 0.245 0.266
14 0.272 0.293 0.314
15 0.320 0.341 0.362
16 0.368 0.413 0.458
17 0.464 0.509 0.554
18 0.560 0.605 0.650
19 0.656 0.701 0.746
20 0.752 0.797 0.842
21 0.848 0.941 1.034
22 1.040 1.133 1.226
23 1.232 1.325 1.418
24 1.424 1.517 1.610
25 1.616 1.709 1.802
26 1.808 1.997 2.186
27 2.192 2.381 2.570
28 2.576 2.765 2.954
29 2.960 3.149 3.338
30 3.344 3.533 3.722
31 3.728 4.109 4.490
32 4.496 4.877 5.258
33 5.264 5.645 6.026
34 6.032 6.413 6.794
35 6.800 7.181 7.562
36 7.568 8.333 9.098
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